
THE FORCES OF CORRUPTION IN THE GREAT GATSBY

carriagehouseautoresto.com âœ…. The Great Gatsby: Forces of Corruption The theme of human corruption, its sources
and consenquences, is a coomon concern.

This is how you feel when you understand that there is no obviously right way to live, but find that you must
choose anyway. Fitzgerald understood the pleasures of giving in, and he saw people as desperate to give in to
nearly anythingâ€”a drink, a person, a story, a feeling, a song, a crowd, an idea. And in a consumer society,
youth is extended. The dignity, self-motivation and lack of materialism are the driving forces behind the
people of West Egg. He associates with known criminals such as Myer Wolfsheim, apperars to be involved
with bootlegging, and is rumored to have killed a man. Throughout the story, we follow multiple relationships,
but focus is on the single relationship between Gatsby and Daisy. That she is incapable of leaving her brutal
husband, Tom, of commiting herself to Gatsby despite his sacrifices, escapes him. Every dream is both
seductive and insufficient. Corruption and deceit are inevitable in a dream driven by money. The paths that
people take to achieve this dream are not going to be truthful and honest with them. Born on September 4, in
St. While Gatsby and the Buchanans are used to show the corruption and faults within himself. Conclusion
Conclusively, corruption in The Great Gatsby is founded on materialism, social class and moral believes.
However, Gatsby is merely the central focus of an entire world composed of people just as corrupted as he, in
the sense that these people practice an intriguing and dangerous blend of casual honesty versus intimate
dishonesty. Still, Gatsby, an eternal optimist, stares at it at night, as if it showed him that all his far-away
dreams were about to come true. They get swept up in big parties. The challenge is even more difficult
because the amount of people trying to achieve the same goal when only a select few can. This is where Daisy
and her husband Tom reside. We are watching the fantasies of fantasy people. Character Corruption
Throughout the novel of The Great Gatsby corruption is a prevalent and reoccurring theme and lies within
most characters. Some suggest that it attacks from outside, while others depict corruption occurring from
within the individual. Even Gatsby, whose life thrums with secret ambition and desire, manages to be the cool
man in the pink suit. On the other, it seems self-evidently to be about style over substance. The self-absorbed
debetants and their drunken escorts are among those who "crash" his extravagant soirees. One of Gatsby's
greatest errors is his failure to realize that the people with whom he surrounds himself practice this blend of
honesty and dishonesty for the specific purpose of maintaining the status quo. Fitzgerald, F. Eventually,
nothing seems permanent or precious; everything becomes temporary and disposable. The American Dream is
shown to the world as a belief that anyone can do anything; when in reality, life is filled with impossible
boundaries. Just before I reached the hedge I remembered something and turned around. Only a minute
handful of people make it to a professional sports level, a great actor or actress, or even a great business
person. When people become so involved in materialistic things, it will not bring happiness in the end, but
more hardship. Along with the social discrimination that still lies within society; Tom being the main example.
It was all about booze, partying, gambling, fashion, money. But Daisy and a society which rewards corruption
play a part as well. New York city was the centre of this advancement in society. He prefers the pretty
illusions he concocts to the harsh reality of the obsession he allows to corrupt his life. Scott Fitzgerald was
written and set in the 's, a decade known as the "Jazz Age. His life is a grand irony, in that it is a caricature of
Twenties-style ostentation: his closet Symbolisms in The Great Gatsby by F. Pidgeon, J. Scott Fizgerald's
depiction of the soured American Dream dramatizes the internal and external forces at work in a modern
tragedy about human potential for corruption Cite This Document ,  He is unable to see corruption which lies
in a charming manner, beyond the physical beauty of the prayerful banter Daisy. He prefers the pretty illusions
he concocts to the harsh reality of the obsession he allows to corrupt his life.


